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BUGS ARE SOME OF THE

SMALLEST
ENGINEERS
ON THE PLANET.

It’s true! Sure, they’re creepy and crawly. But though they may be little – and
a little bit strange – they’re incredibly crafty. Strong, too! Like, did you know
a rhinoceros beetle can carry up to 850 times its own weight? They’re little
biological wonders, too. An ant has two stomachs and can yawn, just like us.
One of a bug’s coolest skills, though, is building stuff. The wasp is a primo
example. These surprisingly mellow (unless they’re threatened!) winged bugs
build their nests with – believe it or not – paper they make! This guide helps
you channel your own inner insect to create a paper creation of your own,
plus learn lots more about bugs around southeast Michigan.
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Large bowl
Newspaper or recycled paper
Blender G
Plastic cup
Seeds and potting soil (to
use in planter; optional)

G

= Grown-up step. Safety first!

THE CHALLENGE
How can a wasp make its own paper
to build a nest? Can you do it too – in
a way that’ll attract these important
pollinators to your yard?

THINGS TO EXPLORE FIRST
Ask kids what they know about

and dull in color; wasps are sleeker

paper. And get this: The way they do

wasps. How are they different than

and brighter.

this is similar to how we can make recy-

bees? Find photos or examples of
nests to explore together. Look at body
type, too. Bees appear “furry”

Wasps have a different social
structure than bees – different nests,
too! Bees use wax, while wasps use
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cled paper. They break down fibers into
a form that can be bonded together
again to make something new.
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SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE

1
2

SEE IT IN
ACTION

Watch our puppet pal, Izzy, and
her Michigan Science Center
friends, David and Amanda, do
the experiment!

3
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Fill the bowl with warm water. Take some paper and cut or rip into tiny
pieces. Place the pieces in the water and let soak for about a half hour.
Pour the paper and water mix into the blender. The amount doesn’t
have to be exact, but fill it about halfway. Blend* about 30-40 seconds or
until no large paper pieces remain. The pulp should be smooth. G
Carefully scoop out some pulp, squeezing out excess water.
Handful by handful, place the pulp into the plastic cup, molding along
the bottom and up the sides. Pulp should be 1/4- to 1/2- inch thick on
the inside of the cup. Squeeze and dump out more excess water as you
go (you can use the sponge or towel to help).

5
6

Let pulp dry completely over three days. Then, gently remove your
now-hardened handmade recycled paper cup from the plastic cup.
Use it to plant a flower! Fill the planter halfway with soil. Place
the seed on top of the soil then add another inch or so of soil. When
the seedling sprouts, put it in the ground – container and all! The
recycled planter will decompose in the soil and the plant will take root
in the ground.
*Be sure to have a grown-up wash the blender REALLY well afterwards!

G

= Grown-up step. Safety first!
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BUG

SCIENCE!
How’s this work in the wild?
Wasps tear bark off trees or other wood structures with their little jaws, mix it
with saliva and form cells in the nest. Some species of wasps or hornets make
a paper wall around the cells. Others, like paper wasps in Michigan, make
open combs with just cells.
Why do wasp’s paper nests look gray? Simple: That’s the color of wood
pulp. However, if wasps used colored construction paper, their nests would
turn into multi-colored masterpieces (while we don’t recommend trying that
with wasps, you can try it for your recycled-paper planter!).
These nests are a “hive” of activity. It all starts with the female foundress or “queen” wasp, who gets fertilized in summer and then
hibernates all winter. In spring, she starts a colony – and
small nest – by herself or with her sisters. Only one of
the sisters will lay eggs inside of it, though others can.
This is different from bees, which have only one
female. Once the “worker wasps” hatch, they
help expand the nest with six-sided cells.
All along, that queen keeps laying eggs.
Colonies here in Michigan have a couple
hundred wasps by late summer!
Remember, your paper planter is also a good
way to keep the life cycle and recycling loop
going strong. The pulp sends nutrients back
into the soil. And the flowers you plant can be
a good food source for many insects, including
butterflies, wasps and bees, who feed off nectar.
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Dan Farmer, naturalist,
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Burgess-Shadbush
Nature Center,
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L

A BEE WITHOUT A HIVE

LADYBUG?
NO, SIR

Not all bees nest in hives. Michigan has around
500 kinds of solitary bees. “They did all of
the pollinating before honey bees were

Those sweet little red, white and

brought here from Europe. When honey
bees started to disappear, people

black critters are actually lady-

TRIVIA TIME

got a lot more respectful of our
native bees. They don’t protect

DID YOU
KNOW?

their honey and resources by
attacking and stinging.”

BE GRATEFUL,
NOT AFRAID

What’s the buzz about bugs?
Here are some fun facts
about local insects.

“Most of the bugs on earth
are either helpful to humans or in
a general sense neutral,” Farmer

beetles. “It’s not a ladybug – not
in the technical sense,” Farmer
says. That’s because the scientific definition of bug usually
means an insect with a beak
mouthpart and non-solid
wings. “You can use ‘bug’ as
a general term for anything
you’d like, but if you want to be
scientific, that doesn’t work.”

says. While some are dangerous – like
mosquitos, which can carry diseases – many insects eat other bugs.

BUGS IN SPACE!

“Insects actually help us in dealing
with insects that can be pests.”

Fruit flies have been sent into

IS IT SAFE TO TOUCH?

space “to become genetic mod-

“Some bugs can be caught safely, and

to NASA. “We are sending fruit

there are other bugs that you should just

flies to the International Space

look at,” Farmer says. So how can you

Station,” NASA biologist Sharmi-

tell? “There’s no automatic way.” Pick up

la Bhattacharya said in an an-

a field guide and do a little digging! Or

nouncement in 2014. “They will

find info on potentially dangerous types

orbit Earth alongside astronauts,

on BugGuide.net, run by Iowa State Uni-

helping us explore the effects of

versity’s entomology department.

long-term space flight on human

els for astronauts,” according

beings.”
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Dan Farmer, naturalist,

Burgess-Shadbush
Nature Center,
Shelby Township

Click, flip and play away to build kids’ insect intelligence
with these gateways.

TOYS & KITS

WEBSITES

Bug Playground Kit

BioKIDS

by Smart Lab Toys

Featuring field guides, a critter cata-

Best for ages 7-plus, this kit lets

log and more, this hometown site is a

little entomologists study the

partnership of U of M’s School of Ed-

bugs they find and learn about

ucation and Museum of Zoology, plus

them with the illustrated booklet.

Detroit Public Schools. Its goal is to

Jungle Ants

works to improve science learning.
Jungle Ants by World Alive
It’s not your average ant farm!

Bug Chicks

Catch ants in your backyard and

A site for parents, teachers and

then study their behavior in this

anyone who loves bugs! The “Bug

cool (and nutritious) gel environ-

Chicks” are entomologists Kristie Red-

ment. Ages 6-plus.

dick and Jessica Honaker. Visit the Jr.
Entomologist page for info, fun videos
and more in a kid-friendly format.
The Bug Club
The Amateur Entomologists’ Society’s site has lots of fun bug-learning
resources, including a “build a giant
bug” page, experiments and games.

Bug Playground Kit
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BOOKS
Kaufman Field Guide
to Insects of North America
By Eric R. Eaton and Kenn Kaufman
“This book is really terrific,” says
Farmer. “It’s better than the books
I used when I taught (outdoor science) at Wayne State University.
Pretty young kids can hunt and peck
through it. It’s an awesome book
and it’s very usable.”
Peterson Field Guide to Moths
of Northeastern North America
By David Beadle and
Seabrooke Leckie
A field guide with tips about
how to attract and identify moths
and where to find moths of each
species. “This book has hundreds
of pages of moth photos,”
Farmer says.
National Geographic Little
Kids First Big Book of Bugs

“

By Catherine D. Hughes
Best for ages 4-8, this reference
book with colorful photos introduces young kids to all kinds of bugs.

Two years ago, we caught Michigan’s
one known tarantula species. It’s
not dangerous; no tarantulas are.
Michigan’s is small, not a big hairy
tarantula. It’s a very cool spider.
Probably very few people have a
chance to see it; we caught it alive.
So there are amazingly interesting
things under the category of bugs.”
– Dan Farmer, naturalist in Macomb County
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FIELD TRIP

GO EXPLORE
Great destinations in southeast Michigan for kids to explore
bugs.
Michigan Science Center

Burgess-Shadbush Nature Center

5020 John R St., Detroit

4101 River Bends Drive, Utica

313-577-8400, mi-sci.org

586-323-2478, shelbytwp.org

Small creatures are among the sci-

Find a wealth of bug knowledge

entific wonders kids have access to

here, whether in classes and camps

by way of hands-on exhibits, IMAX

or on a self-guided trail stroll. You’ll

shows and more.

also find educational events centered
on specific bugs, such as moths.
“Moths are amazingly beautiful,”
says naturalist Dan Farmer. “Michigan has well over 1,000 species.
Some are gigantic, some are tiny.” It
offers an insect-collecting workshop
in fall, too.

Leslie Science & Nature Center
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Detroit Zoo

Detroit Zoo

Leslie Science & Nature Center

8450 W. 10 Mile Road, Royal Oak

1831 Traver Road, Ann Arbor

248-541-5717, detroitzoo.org

734-997-1553, lesliesnc.org

Always a favorite with kids, the

This family-friendly center is a place

zoo has a Butterfly Garden where

to explore all kinds of science topics,

children love watching hundreds of

including some for budding entomolo-

free-flying butterflies (about 25 spe-

gists. Check out the moths at the Crit-

cies total).

ter House, programs about insects and
bug classes for scouts.

Huron-Clinton Metroparks
metroparks.com

Your Neighborhood

With 13 park locations in southeast

Learning about bugs can start right

Michigan, there’s a whole lot to see

in your own backyard! Pick up a field

and do! Insect-centric activities for

guide and explore the bugs living in

kids include a Build-a-Bug Work-

your yard or local park. Not sure what

shop, Kids Bug Hunt, Insect Safari

kind of bug you found? Take a picture

Camp and more. Check its website

and bring it to nature center, where

for the latest.

naturalists are happy to help you

Your Neighborhood!

find out.

TEST YOUR SMARTS
READY TO

E
TAKE TH

QUIZ?
RE!

CLICK HE

Don’t chew that No. 2! This quick quiz is just a few questions about what kids learned
after trying the experiment and using this guide to learn more – done in a few clicks.
So put on that thinking cap.
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